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cee 516. (mecheng 515)
mathematical modeling of

hydrothermal
systemsprerequisite: cee 516. (3

credits)well-bore analysis of
hydrothermal systems, including
modeling of conductive systems.

steady-state conductivity,
orifice, analysis, short-circuit,

and joule-thomson. self-similar
solutions. wellbore analysis,

using analytical and numerical
solutions. courseprofile (atlas)

cee 517. (mecheng 516)
geophysical fluid

dynamicsprerequisite: cee 517.
(3 credits)a review of major

physical processes contributing
to the flow of fluids in a porous
medium and their relation to

geophysical phenomena, as well
as the use of these physical

principles in practical
applications to reservoir
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engineering. linear physical and
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elastoplastic stress and strain
relationships. stress and strain
fields. mechanical and thermal

pressurization. friction. pore
pressure. mathematical

equations for the steady and
unsteady flow of fluids in porous
media and the resulting effects
on surface and volumetric flow

rates. under-saturated
conditions and pore pressure

deformation. tensor velocities.
bulk flow and permeability.
seasonal effects on wellbore
conditions, borehole stability.

type b, c and d wells, producing
zones and geological faults.

courseprofile (atlas) cee 518.
(mecheng 517) corrosion

processesprerequisite: cee 518.
(3 credits)a review of major

processes contributing to the
evolution of surfaces in the

presence of aggressive media.
metallurgical processes at steel
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surfaces. enzyme-assisted
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carbon steel: pitting, crevices
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